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Introduction

l.

On 28 February 2013 the plaintiff s car was involved in a collision with another car
outside 61 Weaver Street, Coopers Plains. The plaintiff, Mr Kenneth Myers, was not
the driver of his car at the time; the driver was a Mr Danny Kay, an employee of
Bridgestone Direct who, as part of his usual duties, was test-driving the plarntifls car
after repairs to it were cornpleted. Mr Myers' rights have been subrogated to his insurer
RACQ.

Z.

Nick Walsh.
FIe is the defendant and has sought to counterclaim against the plaintiff and 'the
plaintiff driver' without identifying that person. That unidentified party it appears
ought to have been Mr Kay, although he is never identified in the pleadings. I shall

"l'he other vehicle involved in the collision was owned and driven by Mr

return to the issue of the counterclaim shortly.

3.

The parlies were in agreement about some facts, namely: that Mr Kay was the driver
of the plaintiffls vehicle; and the defendant was the driver of his vehicle. It is not in
dispute between the parties that the collision occurred in Weaver Street, Coopers Plains'
At the stafi of trial, the court was informed that the quantum of the plaintifls clairn was

not in dispute, that amount being 94976.42. The quantum of the

defendant's

counterclaim ($5,000.00) is, however, in dispute.

4.

Both parties were legally represented by Counsel. Each party called only one witness,
Mr Kay and Mr Walsh. These reasons are given without the benefit of a transcript and
based on my notes made at the hearing.

Liability

- Who caused the collision?

The evidence

5.

Mr Kay had been employed at Bridgestone Select for 4 or 5 years. He had been driving
for about 4 years, but was unsure of whether he, on the relevant date, held an open or
provisional licence. He conceded that at the tirne he rnay still have had a provisional
licence. He had not met Mr Myers prior to his driving his vehicle. Mr Ka1,'5 evidence
was that he followed his usual route fortest-driving customer's vehicies; he travelled
liorn the business premises of his employer in Postle Street, turned left into Weaver
Street, followed that to Celtic Street, turned 1eft into Celtic Street, proceeded down that
street until a roundabout or location at which he made a U-turn and then retraced the
route he had driven. There was no dispute in the evidence that the corner of Weaver
Street and Celtic Street has approxirnately a 90 degree angled turn. hnages showing
the roads in the area were tendered and marked exhibit l.

6.

Mr Kay was well aware of the area and road layout. On his evidence, he travelled that
route almost every day in the course of test-driving customers' vehicles, sometimes 5
to 10 times per day. I accept his evidence on that. Both he and the defendant were
consistent in their description of the street and the traffic during the working week.
There are a number of businesses that operate in Weaver Street which generate
significant numbers of vehicles in the area. Those in turn make visibility for vehicles
entering and leaving driveways along the street problematic. He was aware that the
speed lirnit was 50 kmh.

7.

On the day of the collision, traffic in Weaver Street was heavy, with cars parked on
both sides of the road. Sorne vehicles were also parked on the footpath adjacent to the
driveway at 61 Weaver Street, the location of the collision.

As Mr Kay turned the corner of Celtic and Weaver Streets, he was travelling a "bit
more than walking pace"; he accelerated when he entered Weaver Street. Despite Mr
Kay saying during cross-examination that he was travelling at the speed lirnit (which
was established to be 50 kmh), he later clarified that he was travelling r,viihiii the speed
limit. His guess was that he was travelling between 30 and 40 kmh imrnediately prior

to the collision. He was driving back towards his workplace and looking

ahead.

Because of the cars parked on both sides of the road, Weaver Street was like a one lane
road. As he was passing the driveway at number 61 he felt an impact on the side and
pulled over at the next driveway that was free. He checked with the other driver to
confirm that he was not injured and called his supervisor, who attended soon after.

9.

In essence, the plaintiff s position is that the defendant failed to keep a proper lookout
in the course of reversing out of his driveway and collided with the plaintiff s vehicle.

Mr Walsh, gave evidence that on the day there were a lot of parked cars
"parked solidly" including on the grass margin so that Weaver Street, while norn"rally
two lanes, in effect became one when cars were parked on both sides. IIe described his
clriving of his vehicle as follows: he had carefully backed or"rt of the driveway, so that
the rear of his vehicle was just beyond the vehicles parked either side of his driveway;
the rear of his vehicle was protruding into the path of travel of cars headed down
Weaver Street. He was stopped. During cross-exafflination, he described the towbar
as protruding about "a foot or so". He could see the car being driven by Mr Kay thror-rgh
the windows of parked cars, specifically a red Getz. Mr Kay appeared to be looking

10. The defendant,

dov,rn at the steering wheel"

I 1. There was an inconsistency in the propositions put to Mr Kay during cross-exaffIination
and the evidence of the defendant about the means by which the two cars could have
come into contact; one involves Mr Kay moving to the left towards the defendant; the

other that he moved to the right.
12. Mr Kay says he did neither of those. It is conjecture on the parl of the defendant as to

what Mr Kay did. Mr Walsh's evidence is that his vehicle was at a stop when the
collision occurred. The defence argument was that: Mr Kay was not paying attention;
he u,as an inexperienced driver; and as I understood it, was driving at a speed excessive
in the circumstances.
Photographs of the damage to the plaintiff s vehicle were tendered. They shorv that the
plaintifls vehicle was damaged on the left hand (passenger) side commencing towards
the rear of the front panel where the wheel arch is, with increasing indentation from the
point of abor-rt one-third of the way from the front edge of the front passenger door and
continuing towards the rear wheel. Although not visible in the photographs, the rear
wheel on the vehicle at the tirne of the collision needed to be replaced because,

according to Mr Kay, the rirn of it was cracked during the collision. To enable the
plaintiffls vehicle to be driven back to Bridgestone, Mr Kay replaced the damaged
wheel. The images in the photographs show the replacement wheel.
14. The description of the damage to the defendant's car was that the towbar was snapped
and turnefl (as described by Mr Kay). Mr Walsh referred to the towbar twisting and
ripping from its position.
Disctlssion
15. I accept that Mr Kay and Mr Walsh were each doing their best to remember an incident
on 28 February 2013, almost three years ago.
16. Despite Mr Walsh's evidence that he was stationary at the point of impact, in my view,
that is not consistent with the damage. The road was much reduced in width because
r:f parked vehicles on both sides; the defendant's view was interfered with by his having
to look in the direction of Celtic Street through parked cars. I accept Mr Walsh's
evidence that he was able to see, and did see, the plaintiff s vehicle after it hacj entered
Weaver Street and that he was stationary for a time'

17.

Mr Kay disagreed with the proposition put to him that it was to his benefit that he be
found not to have been the cause of the collision because it would result in his employer
lookipg at him in a poor light for being responsible for damage to a customer's car" In
my view, a finding of fault on his part would be likely to his detriment, at least in terms
of his employer's opinion of him. There was no evidence about any insurance that
Bridgestone, as Mr Kay's employer" might have. Despite his disagreement with the
proposition, I consider Mr Kay to be a credible witness; he denied that he was looking
down and not looking ahead. I accept his evidence that he was focused on looking
ahead.

18.

I make the following findings:
(a) That the plaintiff s car was driven by Danny Kay;
(b) Mr Kay was travelling at a speed of approximately 40 kmh when
corner from Celtic Street into Weaver Street, Coopers Plains;
(c) He was looking ahead in his intended direction of travel;
(d) He did not see the defendant's car prior to impact.

he turned the

of the damage as shown in the photographs that are exhibit 2 is more
consistent with the front of the plaintiff s car including its front wheels being partly
past the defendant's towbar before the impact occurred and tlie two cars remained in
contact as the car driven by Mr Kay continued further along Weaver Street. The
scenario of the ptaintiff s car suddenly swerving to the left after parlially passing the
defendant's car is unlikely. Mr Kay may have been able to move further to the left
within the available space on the roadway, but to sustain the damage that occurred
without the defendant's car continuing to move backwards does not seern possible. I
form that view because of the proximity of parked cars. Their presence on either side

19. The evidence

of the driveway from which the defendant was exiting means in the scenario described,
a collision between the ptaintiff s car and the vehicle parked adjacent to the driveway
was likely. There was no damage to any other part of the plaintiff s car, and I note
parlicularly the absence of any damage to that at the front.

20. Sirnilarly, if Mr Kay had moved right off his straight line of travel, I do not see how the
damage that was sustained could have been; it would have required some type of 'fishtailing' to bring the cars into contact - a consequence highly unlikely given tlre low
speed at which the plaintiffs car was travelling and such a movelrlent was not
suggested on the evidence of either witness.
21.

ln my view, it is rnore probable than not that after initially being stopped, Mr Walsh
commenced to ro11 back either no longer seeing the other car or misjudging that Mr
Kay had not proceeded fully past his vehicle. I find that the defendant failed to keep a
proper lookout when he was reversing his car out of his driveway at 61 Weaver Street,
Coopers Plains on 28 February 2Ol3 and that he failed to stop and to give way to the
vehicle driven by Mr Kay.

Conclusion

22.1n my view, on the basis of the evidence before me, the collision was caused by the
defenclant failing to keep a proper lookout and failing to stop and give way when he
was driving his vehicte from his driveway. On the basis of the evidence before me, I
am not satisfied that there was any contributory negligence on the part of Mr Kay, as
the driver of the plaintiff s car.
The Counter-claim
23. Until legal proceedings were commenced against him, Mr Walsh took no action to
pursue any claim, despite his knowing who the driver of the other car was; indeed l-re
attended at Mr Kay's workplace that day. There was a call to the police, but no repofi
was actually made.
24. During the defendant's evidence he said that he thought that there had been acceptance
of a 50/50 split (in effect that each side would be responsible for their own damage).
This is despite his agreeing tl.rat there had been communications from RACQ insurance
(the insurer to whom the rights of the plaintiff have been subrogated). Although lie
could not remember precisely when that correspondence was received by hirn, he
thought that it was towards the end of 2013. I note the proceedings were filed in tl-re
court on 8 November 2013.
25. The plaintiffsubmits that the counterclaim should be disrnissed and raises a number of
reasons why this should be so'

No service of the counterclaim
26.

was not served on Danny Kay or on the
plaintiff, Mr Myers personally. Personal service on Mr Myers as plaintiff is not
requrred because Rule 181 of the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules (UCPR) states that
chapter 4 of the Rules (dealing with service) does not apply to a defendant to a
counterclaim where that person is a party to the original proceeding.

It is not in dispute that the counterclaim

accept Mr Van Grinsven's submission for the plaintiff that merely because the
Defence and Counterclaim were served at the address for service of the plaintiff, that
will not constitute service on Mr Kay. This is particularly so, in my view, when Mr
Kay was not even identified in the pleading. It was open to the defendant to join Mr
Kay as a 'second defendant by counterclaim' so that all matters arising out of the
collision could have been conveniently dealt with together. But that did not occur. In
relation to the purporled counterclaim against the "plaintiff driver", that is struck out.

27.\

Was lvlr Kay the agent of the

plaintiff?

28. The Counterclairn pleads in paragraph 5 "the driver of the Plaintift's alleged vehicle is
an ernployee, servant or agent of the plaintiff'. That was the subject of complaint by
the plaintiff s counselthat it does not plead the relevant facts; it is a conclusion of law.
Counsel for the defendant says that that response in the Answer to the Counterclaim (in

paragraph 2) amounts to a deemed admission because all it pleads is that the allegation
is untrue and the plaintiffrepeats its reliance on paragraph 2 of the statement of clairn.

29.Itis

common practice in situations such as existed on the day where the owner of a
motor vehicle takes her or his car for repairs, and that someone from the workshop will
then test drive the car to check if it performs as it should. It would be a rare situation
for the customer to be specifically introduced to the person who may take the vehicle
for a test drive; Mr Kay's evidence was that did not occur on the day of the collision.
In my view, the person who will take the test drive is not the car owner's employee or
servant. However, was Mr Kay the agent of the plaintiff?

30. As I understood the plaintiffs Counsel's submission, the driver of the plaintifls car
was not an agent, employee or servant, as pleaded by the defendant. Accordingly, it is
subrnitted that there can be no vicarious liability for any negligence of Mr l(ay as the
driver of his vehicle.
31. The position at common law seems to be that if a person in the position of the owner
of a motor vehicle retains control, and the driver acts at least in parl for the owner's
purposes or interests, the owner can be liable.l In the current proceeding, there is no
evidence that Mr Myers knew who, if anyone, was going to drive his car as parl of the
repair or service process. Accordingly, even if the driver of the plaintiff s car, Mr Kay,
should properly be regarded as an agent, the common law principle sheeting home
liability to him for the driver's negligence would not apply, as the principle does not
extend beyond agents over whom the defendant could at the relevant tirne havc assefted
power of control. Even though control can still exist when, for example. the principal
is asleep, in my view, there would have to be some knowledge of the existence of the

'agent' before liability could attach to the driver. Mr Myers here had no such
knowledge.
Quantum of counterclaim

32. Given the conclusions I have come to, it is not strictly necessary to consider the issue
of the quantum of the counterclaim. However, I was not satisfied that rhere was
sufficient cogent evidence to support a finding that the amount of the def'endant's loss
r,vas $5000 as claimed; there was no relevant supporling documentatior-r about the value
of the vehicle. or how the loss was calculated.

1 See discussion in

Giliker,P Vicarious Liability in Tort: A Comparative Perspective, Carnbridge University Press
Ltdl1953l I WLR 409 where it was decided that where the owner requests

and Ormrodv Crosville Motor Services

another to drive his car and that request is cornplied with, the, person who complies is the agent of the owner who
has an interest in it being fulfilled. Contrast Chowdharyv Gillotll947l2 A1l ER 541 where the vehicle owner
taking his car to the garage for repairs, was given a lift to the nearest railway station in the car by one ofthe garage

ernployees. Thecourlheldthatbybailingthecartothegarage,hehadabandonedhisrightofcontrolandtherefore
could not be held liable when the employee caused an accident.

33, In view of the finding that I have made relating to liabiltty, even if Mr Kay vzas the
agent, no liability would attach to the plaintiff. The defendant's counterclaim against
the plaintiff is dismissed.
34. The plaintiff is entitled to judgment on the Claim. The plaintiff sought costs and
interest. Costs should follow the event. I shall hear submissions on the quantum of
costs and receive an updated calculation ofinterest.

l

